Mr. Trupe,

You state your position relatively clearly including, "so I think I may understand these regions a little better than you."
Let me begin by letting you know that I am the person Adam L. Tucker referred to in his email to you as his "close Jewish South African colleague" who in 1980 worked for Codiam Inc, De Beers’ principal money laundering, intelligence gathering and price fixing operation on U.S. soil.

I got to Codiam located on 47th Street, Manhattan, New York City, by way of my uncle David Gevisser, my Allied Fighter-Bomber-Pilot father's first cousin, David the second son of Maurice and Janie Moshal Gevisser, who became the official head of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel when American Charles Engelhard was laid to rest on March 2nd, 1971 at St. Mary's Abby Church, Morris Town, two words; New Jersey, this mafia of mafia's funeral attended by none other than Senator Ted Kennedy, former President Lyndon Johnson and Vice President Humphrey, the principal bought and paid for elected U.S. Government officials.

Given your fairly detailed curriculum vitae, although I would like to see more about your formal schooling, I would assume that you understand perfectly well that once you are allowed to price fix your own currency, let alone one such as diamond currency that is unlimited in supply, untraceable, lightweight and never inventoried, and moreover, because the most powerful elected and non-elected government officials, beginning with the US Federal Reserve, owned by private banks “in bed” with De Beers since the turn of the last century, before they officially formed the US-DeBeers Federal Reserve in 1913, are on your payroll for more than a century now, so you become the official as well as unofficial allocator of the world's resources, both human and precious-limited minerals such as oil, water, gold, diamonds and uranium.

Consequently, when combined with your knowledge that DeBeers and Co have also owned the world's drilling industry for also more than a century now, so you would
know their ability to "branch out" and own-co-opt-corrupt organizations including non-profits such as the Gemological Institute of America is, "easy as pie".

I am available for the next 30 minutes to remain online with you as well as each and every current and former student of yours, each and every teacher colleague of yours, current as well as former, each and every professor of yours who is still alive, each and every single person you consider either a friend or foe.

Moreover, I am available to meet in person with you between 10 and 11 AM tomorrow assuming you are in the Del Mar, California area which should give you sufficient time to be fully conversant with Edward Jay Epstein’s internet only book, The Diamond Invention and to fully appreciate what it meant to people like David Ben Gurion head of the Hagannah Jewish Underground movement, headquartered in Jerusalem.
only infiltrated the highest levels of British Intelligence well prior to the outbreak of World Oil War II, but were so very arrogant.

It is doubtful you would consider either Ben Gurion or Smuts, who Einstein considered “one of only 11 men in the world who understood Special-General Relativity”, a fool. Have you ever thought to explain to all your 4,000 students what it meant to people like Ben Gurion and Smuts seeing a US military attaché making jokes with Ibn Saud with President Franklin D. Roosevelt looking on, on board the US destroyer USS Quincy, some 12 days after the Russian Red Army, not American GIs, liberated Auschwitz on February 2nd, 1945 and there was little doubt about the atrocities perpetrated against some 6 million Jewish people who had nowhere to run given how the British but most importantly the American Government had placed a total bs arm’s blockade preventing weapons as well as men of military age reaching the likes of Ben Gurion all the while arming the US’ Arab and non-Arab tyrants “to the teeth”?

*It is better to keep quiet and let people think you to be a fool than to speak out and remove all doubt* - Proverbs

I doubt very much you ever explained to any of your 4,000 students how it was possible for Jan Smuts who started out as the right hand person to Cecil Rhodes, the founder of the highly anti-Semitic, highly anarchist De Beers before deciding to go to war with Rhodes which we know as the Anglo Boer War of 1899-1902, had his one General Louis Botha capture and imprison Winston Churchill, then Smuts fought alongside Churchill in World Oil War I, Smuts again having a kibbutz in Israel named after him in 1932, again Smuts became during the continuation of WOW I which we call World Oil War II, second-in-command to Winston Churchill and eventually, Smuts again being the only signatory to both WOW I and WOW II peace treaties.

I also doubt very much you thought for one moment other than right this minute of the importance of Smuts’ genius guerrilla warfare tactics that he first perfected in the DeBeers-US-J.P. Morgan-Chase bank financed Anglo Boer-Farmer War which would have resulted in victory for the Boers, so very expert rifle shot on horseback, were it not for the British-American military not simply employing the hideous tactics of General Sherman less than half a century earlier as he laid waste to the American landscape all the while drowning his sorrows in his cigars dipped in whiskey but in enslaving Afrikaner old men, women and children in the most obscene Concentration Camps, some 20,000 of them perishing along with some 10,000 Black South Africans who while having their lands stolen by the White men with the biggest guns preferred to throw their lot in with the Afrikaners rather than the “sly English”.
I also doubt very much you have thought how in the twilight of his life Winston Churchill who subscribed to Rhodes’ desire to create a “Secret Society” to rule over all the world’s “uncivilized peoples” so well described in Rhodes’ first will which I assume you are intimately familiar with, and if not you would be wise to check it out at Wikipedia.com, would end up being photographed on one of Aristotle Onassis’ yachts while docked; bearing in mind that one didn’t need to be a member of the Mossad to know first of all that Onassis wore his chicanery on his lapels and second, that Onassis’ oil tankers let alone his “safe passage rights” on the high seas came courtesy of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel.

When last did you, someone who prides himself on being so very informed, inform your 4,000 students about the ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report which you can only find on www.just3ants.com along with your former student, Adam L. Tucker’s rather good analysis?

Would you care to comment on my last heavily broadcasted 1963 odd word communiqué to former US Marine Captain Brian Steidle?

Can you have each one of your 4,000 students comment on why Hollywood blockbuster author Edward Jay Epstein would go to the trouble of suggesting that American Charles Engelhard, again assassinated at age 54 by the Mossad and laid to rest some 5 odd months before the US went officially off the Gold Standard on August 15th, 1971 resulting in the value of Engelhard’s already beyond belief rich mineral estate skyrocketing, was already dead a decade earlier when President elect John F. Kennedy met with Engelhard’s partner, Anglo South African Harry Oppenheimer in “broad daylight” at the Carlyle Hotel located on the upper east end of New York City, sending the most extraordinary “shot across the bow” to all the world’s “money power” elitists beginning with the 3 Branches of the United States Government including the Secret Service, FBI, CIA and not to forget the US Supreme Court, not to ever mess with the DAAC?

Yes, I would assume that at this point you would not only know to try as hard as it is to check your ego at the door but read very carefully your ongoing assignment first presented to you two days ago by your former student beginning with clicking HERE
taking you Chapter 18 of the Diamond Invention, entitled, “THE AMERICAN CONSPIRACY”.

You would surely understand that although I have lived much longer than most smart people familiar with my background would have believed possible given how I have made it my business to take on not only the biggest crooks, the biggest corruption in the world, but each and every small time crook that crosses my path including the most desperate who you know act desperately, does not mean I will live forever and therefore I really don’t have time to be always 24/7 Charm School like and besides people such as yourself bore me to death!

BTW, it was Ryan, the former boyfriend of my wife's going on 19 year old daughter, who told me that her history teacher at Torrey Pines was the one who commented to the whole class about the "entire wealth of the United States is backed by gold". I doubt it would be very difficult for you to get the name of that history teacher, but in the meantime I am blind copying Danielle who is away at college to see if she could put us in touch with Ryan who may very possibly be interested in nailing this "idiot" to the cross.

Bear in mind, you have yet to comment on Hollywood blockbuster author Edward Jay Epstein’s most fascinating non-fiction novel, The Diamond Invention.

Not to mention, while you may be much older than me biologically speaking, it is very possible, no strike that, highly probable that you haven’t despite what you refer to as your “worldliness”, never considered for a moment how very easy it has been for the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel, again the mafia of mafia, terrorist of terrorist financing organization, special interest of special interest group to finance their opposition, and consequently, it wouldn’t surprise people such as myself trained from the youngest of age by the most respected members of Israeli Military Intelligence and the Mossad, Israel’s most brutally efficient intelligence institute who draw not only from the very best of the best Israeli Special Forces Commanding Officers and their commandos but the most brilliant independent thinking people in the world, crossing over all religious and ethnic backgrounds, to have someone such as yourself get a little too carried away thinking you are “Lord Muck”, so very knowledgeable about worldly matters such as world politics, world economics and world history without first calming yourself down and instead of talking in such general terms about this assassination and that assassination, and to simply follow the money-gold trail which leads to how it was possible for an American Charles Engelhard to inherit from his father Charles Engelhard Senior the title, “Platinum King” and when the son, Charles Engelhard finally gets assassinated at age 54 by the Mossad and laid to rest, again at St. Mary’s Abby Church, Morris Town, “tTOo” [sic] words, New Jersey on March 2nd, 1971, my uncle David Gevisser now the executor of assassinated Mr. Engelhard’s fabulously rich mineral estate, is now in “command and control” of not only the entire world’s supply of platinum but the “control person” of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel that still, just 5 months before the US went officially off the Gold Standard on August 15th, 1971, owns the entire world’s drilling industry.

Moreover, you would know that the US$6 million “sign on bonus” that my uncle Dave received immediately after Messrs Kennedy, Johnson and Humphrey were forced to pay their respect to their DAAC bosses, was not exactly a sum of money to “sneeze at”
but rather pale in comparison to the “Money Power” my uncle Dave and Co. now controlled.

Do you support either the current “economic draft” or a full and complete draft while explaining to proponents of both as well as those wanting to abolish the US military altogether that currently the only thing propping up our increasingly worthless-fictitious DeBeers-Dollar is our military yet to go up against a first rate military such as China who along with the State of Israel do not need Israeli Military Intelligence to explain the ingenious Military Report of all time that says in a nutshell that the only reason Al Quaida hasn’t attacked the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia is because they know better than to bite the hand that feeds it which of course IMI as well as the Chinese Government have known well prior to IMI and the Mossad first running their ingenious military report through China’s military commanders which also explains rather well why China features so very prominently at the very start of this most ingenious Military Report of all time which Wall-47th Street have yet to address, since the moment they acknowledge “receipt” of such a very easy to understand again ingenious Military Report of all time that plays on each and every human beings subconscious, it is “lights out” for the U.S. economy.

As I look out at the grand Pacific Ocean, a US Navy frigate just passing by about 2 miles out and above it two US Marine helicopters, tell me, what bothers you more, world peace or my “$ hit list” [sic]? 

BTW how much would you be willing to pay to attend one of my Educational Light Journey-One Tribe of Achievers seminar-workshops titled, WE DUG OUR HOLE ALL THE WAY TO CHINA!? 

Are you beginning to appreciate how methodical, painstaking and patient I was in maintaining a 24-year “deafening silence” with De Beers, deciding to start out on November 11th, 2004 with, “Remember me?”

You would agree that takes both “balls” and very careful planning!

Are you ready to support applying Article 2 of the United States Constitution?

Again, I will wait no more than 30 minutes before going for a swim.

Currently my very brilliant, so young looking, perfect bodied French-Canadian wife, born in 1958, is resting, knowing that she has come up with very possibly the best business-personal art filled model to uplift the masses while giving peace a better chance, although of course God has the final say in everything we say and act on as well as what we fail to say and when failing to stand tall especially at a time like this when there is so obviously everything to lose and nothing to be lost in giving peace which again is war to those who profit from war, a better chance, such an omnipotent power of course loses interest by having those so selfish, so full of
themselves feel each of their body cells beginning with their minds attack each other from the inside out; the eyes the window to the soul.

My hope is that by the time I return my clothes horse F-C wife

is rested enough, exercised walking along the bluffs, the tide a little too high to walk along the beach, and wants to go for dinner and wear her so exotic Jean Paul Gualtter red dress.
Not to mention we just received photos from a recent party we attended to celebrate one of master painter Sebastian Capella’s so very fun masterpieces:

Ps – What do you think of Adam L. Tucker now “standing in line” to collect Food Stamps?

[Word count 2588]
To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net
Cc: adam@just3ants.com
Subject: Re: 58 - Degueno Jr. High

Mr. Gevisser

I do not know who in my Department would believe that our currency is still on the Gold Standard. I would question the voracity of any statement along those lines. It is quite likely that a student misunderstood or misinterpreted his/her teacher's comments. Clearly the US holds a tremendous amount of Gold in reserves, but that, even with the value of gold today, is insufficient to back up the wealth of the nation. We don't have those kind of 'idiots' in our department.

That aside, if it is your intent to educate, then perhaps you should consider the tone of your message. I have been busy and not responded to Adam's e-mail yet. I remember him as a student, but you I do not know. It is audacious to me that you have determined I have had sufficient time to respond to Adam's e-mail and that you deem it appropriate to lecture me on what I do and what I should be doing in the classroom. What is your background? What is your experience? Where have you been? What have you seen? More importantly, what gives you the right to lecture me -- especially when you have never met me or seen what I teach and how I teach?

I have taught about Apartheid and the South African diamond conspiracy (going back to the days of Cecil Rhodes) since my days at UCSD in the 1970s; the assassination of 3rd World leaders by our government +/- with the help of others; US government support for genocidal fascist leaders t/o the world; hypocrisy, corruption, collusion & conspiracy wherever it appears in history--past and present. Nothing you have to tell me is new or unknown to me. I am extremely well-read and NEVER rely on standard print or media sources for my information. I have lived and travelled t/o Europe (Western Europe, Poland, Hungary, Bosnia), South America (Peru, Bolivia, Chile, Argentina), Africa (N Africa, Kenya, S Afrika) and Asia (Israel, Lebanon, Iran, Pakistan, India, Burma, Thailand, China, Japan & Korea) -- always living in and visiting rural regions, so I think I may understand these regions a little better than you.

As far as 'silence speaking volumes' -- over the past 20 years, I have educated close to 4000 students and instilled in them the need to 'question authority', resist tyranny in its various forms & expect more from our government. I actively encourage and model activism. I promote and advise a variety of campus organisations -- Amnesty International, Save Darfur, AIPAC to name a few. For some it has had meaning, for others they were just words. I am many things, but silent is not one of them.

Lars.Trupe@sduhsd.net
Social Science/Art Dept